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ABSTRACT

Sampling Considerations in Human Immunodeficiency Virus
and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
Needs Assessments

by

Ryan K. Loo, Master of Science
Utah State Uni versity , 2003

Major Professor : Dr. George Julnes
Department: Psychology
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) reduces the number of healthy
immune cells in the human body. When the immune cells drop below a certain level, the
person is diagnosed as having acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), which
increases the likelihood of opportunistic infections. As a result, people living with
HIV I AIDS (PL WH/ A) have an elevated need for medical and support services.
HIV I AIDS needs assessments identify unmet needs, and the results are used in the
allocation of resources. Failure to accurately identify needs due to nonrepresentative
samples may result in PL WH/ A failing to receive needed services. Random sampling is
rarely used, but convenience sampling may provide representative samples if the
principles of generalization are followed. The purpose of this study was to assess the
degree to which lack of representation is occurring, to assess the impact of lack of
representation, and to explore ways to improve the representative qualities of a sample.
(68 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) continues to have a substantial impact
on mankind. The virus is considered to be an epidemic due to its rapid expansion
through the human population. The virus weakens the human body's natural defenses by
targeting the immune cells responsible for coordinating responses in the immune system.
As the immune cells are depleted , the individual is eventually diagnosed as having
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), which increases the likelihood of
opportunist ic infections. The individual is forced to accept a lifetime of highly active
retroviral therapy (HAART), which is accompanied by a long list of side effects .
People living with HIV/AIDS (PLWH/A) come from all walks of life and
experience an elevated level of need for health-related services . This need for services is
ever increasing as 40,000 people are infected with HIV every year (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [CDC], n.d.) . The face of this epidemic is ever changing as well.
Approximately 92% of AIDS cases were reported among men from 1981 to 1987 as
compared to 74% during the period 1996 to 2000 (CDC, 2001). The percent of AIDS
cases among African Americans went from 25.5% in 1981-1987 to 44.9% in 1996-2000
(CDC, 2001). While AIDS cases were predominantly among men who have sex with
men 20 years ago, in the year 2000 only 4 in 10 (39.6%) of AIDS cases were related to
men who have sex with men (CDC, 2001 ).
There are a variety of public and private programs that have been created in
response to this epidemic. The Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency
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(CARE) Act is an example of one of the various programs that strive to improve the
quality and accessibility of HIV-related services for PL WH/ A. These programs seek to
alleviate the needs of PL WH/ A by allocating resources to the areas or populations that
experience the most need. Policymakers conduct needs assessments of PLWH/A to
inform resource allocation decisions. The purpose of the needs assessments is to identify
areas of most need for PL WH/ A so that resources can be made available to those that
need them.
One of the many challenges faced in assessing the needs of PL WH/ A is the
stigma surrounding HIV/AIDS . It can be difficult trying to contact various PLWH/A
populations due to their justifiable fear of being identified (Fleishman, Mor, Cwi, &
Piette, 1992). As a result of the challenges faced in HIV/AIDS needs assessments, the
best sampling methodologies are usually not feasible (Alaska Department of Health and
Social Services, 1998; Great Lakes to Tennessee Valley AIDS Education and Training
Center, 1999; Guam Department of Public Health and Social Services, 1996; HIV
Prevention Community Planning Group, 2000; Kentucky School of Public Health, 2002;
Kryder-Coe, Wenocur, & Brown-Felser, 2001; Lin & Melchiono, 1998; Marx, Katz,
Park, & Gurley, 1997; Missouri Department of Health, 1999; The Research Partnership,
2002). This can call into question the results that are collected from such samples.
Inaccurate results might fail to identify the real needs of a PL WH/ A population, thus
increasing disparities in service.
Shadish, Cook, and Campbell (2002) presented a possible solution to the
sampling challenges encountered in HIVI AIDS needs assessments. The principles of
generalization (Shadish et al.) provide an interpretation of the primary goals of selection.
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If a sampling method accomplishes these goals, the validity of the results observed in the

sample is increased. This might prove to be advantageous due to the low use of what is
considered to be the gold standard in sampling (Alaska Department of Health and Social
Services, 1998; Great Lakes to Tennessee Valley AIDS Education and Training Center,
1999; Guam Department of Public Health and Social Services, 1996; HIV Prevention
Community Planning Group, 2000; Kentucky School of Public Health, 2002; Kryder -Coe
et al., 2001; Lin & Melchiono, 1998; Marx et al., 1997; Missouri Department of Health,
1999; The Research Partnership , 2002) . The first principle of generalization, which is the
primary principle studied in this thesis , is that a sample should be similar to the
population in order for the results to be generalized to that population. If the sample
mirrors the population on various significant characteristics, the sample is considered to
be representative of the population. A representative sample is required to improve the
validity of the generalizations that are made from the sample data.
The focus of this thesis is a needs assessment conducted by the HIV I AIDS
Treatment and Care Program, under the Utah Department of Health's Bureau of
Communicable Disease Control. The Treatment and Care Program is a Ryan White Title
II program, which provides HIV-related services throughout the state of Utah. Due to
their status as a Title II program and their method of selection used in the needs
assessment, the Utah HIV/AIDS Treatment and Care Program's needs assessment is an
excellent case to test the concepts presented in the Review of Literature chapter in this
thesis.
There are three primary goals in this thesis . The first goal is to assess the degree
to which lack of representation is occurring in the Utah HIV/AIDS needs assessment.
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This is important because lack of representation might result in policymakers making
resource allocation decisions based on inaccurate data. The second goal of this thesis is
to assess the impact of any lack of representation that is found. If lack of representation
is occurring, it is important to understand what effects it might have had on any
conclusions that might have been drawn from the sample data. The third goal of this
thesis is to identify other variables that might not be assessed at a population level but are
valuable pieces of data to collect. If there are additional variables that are found to be
relat ed to service needs and they are not collected at the population level, evidence might
suggest that population level data collection on these variables should occur.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of the literature pertaining to the
proposed research in this thesis. Readers unfamiliar with the literature might wonder
why the HIV/AIDS data was aggregated as opposed to referring to HIV and AIDS
separately . The HIV I AIDS reference is a function of the lack of a universally accepted
definition of HIV versus AIDS data. In the early stages of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, HIV
infection was defined by the occmTence of AIDS . Data was reported as AIDS data as a
result of this definition . Over time, the definitions and methods of reporting HIV and
AIDS data changed depending upon whether or not HIV was a reportable condition or
not. Some states currently allow HIV as a reportable condition while others do not.
Furthermore, the diagnosis of AIDS can be a subjectively interpreted point in time so a
distinction between HIV data and AIDS data has not achieved a universally accepted
standard . Based upon the natural progression from HIV to AIDS, the assumption can be
made that there are differing levels of need among HIV and AIDS populations. While
this distinction has obvious benefits when describing the needs of PL WH/ A, a universally
accepted standard was not available at the time the research in this thesis was conducted.
As a result, the aggregated reference to HIV I AIDS data will be used in this thesis.

Resources Available to PL WH/ A

Needs of PLWH IA

The progression of HIV/ AIDS brings with it an increasing need for health care
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amdsupport services. As the virus progresses it compromises the immune system and
we(.kens the body's natural defenses. The weakening of the immune system increases the
vul nerability of the system to opportunistic infections. Increased health challenges
related to HIV I AIDS result in an increased frequency of medical visits and other financial
hardships (Montoya, Richard, Bell, & Atkinson, 1997).
Kass et al. (1994) conducted a study (N= 1997) that found that PLWH /A were
2. 7 :imes more likely to become unemployed in a six-month period when compared to
sim ilar people not living with HIV/AIDS. With the loss of employment came a loss of
inc ome and employer insurance benefits . As employment, income, and health coverage
decreased, the need for health care and support services increased . Cunningham et al.
( 1995) conducted a similar study using a sample of 205 PL WH/ A. Cunningham et al.
found that 49% of the PL WH/A in the sample indicated having problems meeting the
cost of HIV I AIDS-related care.
The increased need for health care and support services has been demonstrated in
a variety of studies. PL WH/ A have expressed a need for primary medical care, dental
care, assistance in paying for HIV I AIDS-related medications and drug therapies, help
with the continuation of health insurance coverage, transportation services, food services,
and mental health services (Alaska Department of Health and Social Services , 1998;
Great Lakes to Tennessee Valley AIDS Education and Training Center, 1999; Guam
Department of Public Health and Social Services, 1996; HIV Prevention Community
Planning Group , 2000 ; Kentucky School of Public Health, 2002; Kryder-Coe et al., 2001;
Lin & Melchiono, 1998; Marx et al., 1997; Missouri Department of Health, 1999;
Partnership for Community Health, 1999; The Research Partnership, 2002). In summary,
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it is widely accepted and evident throughout the literature that PL WH! A have increased
medical and financial needs.

Resources Available to PL WHIA
The U.S. Federal Government spent $13 .9 billion on HIV/AIDS during the 2001
fiscal year. The HIV /AIDS federal spending can be broken down into four major
categories. The categories include care and assistance ($10 billion; 72.3%), research
($2 .3 billion ; 16.8%) , prevention ($918 .2 million ; 6.6%), and international ($585.2
million ; 4.2%) funding (Foster , Niederhausen, & Westmoreland , 2002) .
The majority (72.3%) of federal HIV/AIDS funding is spent on care and
assistance, which is concerned with providing health care and support services to
PL WH/ A. Various federal programs utilize the care and assistance funds including
Medicaid ($3 .7 billion; 36.8%) , Medicare ($1.9 billion ; 18.9%), Ryan White CARE Act
Programs ($1.8 billion; 18.0%), Social Security Disability Insurance ($912 million;
9 .1% ), and five other categories of programs that each receive 6% or less of the total
funding (Foster et al., 2002) .
A needs assessment conducted by a Title II grantee of the Ryan White CARE Act
is the focus of this thesis due to the size and scope of the CARE Act. Another reason that
a Title II needs assessment is the focus of this thesis is the CARE Act requirement of all
Title II grantees to conduct needs assessments. This needs assessment requirement is not
as extensive in the Medicaid, Medicare, or Social Security Disability Insurance Programs .
The Ryan White CARE Act funds 59 Title II grantees which include all 50 states in the
U.S ., the District of Columbia, Guam , Puerto Rico, Northern Mariana Islands,
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Micronesia, Territory of America Samoa, Republic of Palau, Marshal Islands, and the
Virgin Islands (Health Resources and Services Administration [HRSA], 2002a). Title II
grantees consist of public and private health care and support service providers and
community-based organizations that operate in the areas that are determined by the state
to be most affected by HIV/AIDS (Bradford, Honnold, Rives, & Hafford, 2000;
McKinney, Wieland, Bowen, Goosby , & Marconi, 1993).
Congress passed the Ryan White CARE Act in 1990 in an effort to provide health
care and support services for PLWH /A (Marx et al., 1997; McKinney et al., 1993). Title
II of the CARE Act directed that formula-based grants be awarded to states to help them
improve the quality and availability of health care and support services for PL WH/ A
(Loue, Faust, & O'Shea, 2000; McKinney et al., 1993). Policymakers are required to
conduct needs assessments of PLWH /A to inform fund allocation decisions (Bradford et
al., 2000 ; McKinney et al., 1993). The purpose of the needs assessment is to identify
unmet health care and support service needs ofPLWH/A.

Policymakers are to identify

the areas of most need and allocate funds and resources accordingly (Kahn, Brandeau, &
Dunn-Mortimer, 1998).
Title II funds can be used for a wide range of health care and support services
(Buchanan & Chakravorty, 1999) including assistance in paying for health insurance
coverage, HIV I AIDS-related medications and drug therapies, home-based and
community-based care services, and to ensure the continuum of medical and support
services (Loue et al., 2000; McKinney et al., 1993). Title II funds can also be used to pay
for health care and support services that exceed Medicaid limits (McKinney et al.).
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Support services covered by Title II funds include case management, transportation,
housing assistance, and nutritional services (Buchanan & Chakravorty).
In summary, Title II funds have the potential to alleviate HIV/AIDS-related needs
if policymakers effectively allocate resources meant to address these needs. Effective
allocation of Title II funds is dependent upon information gathered through
methodologically sound needs assessments (McKinney et al., 1993) . If a needs
assessment does not accurately represent the needs of PL WH/ A, policymakers may not
e able to accurately identify areas of unmet need. Misinformation about HIV I AIDSe lated needs may result in resources being allocated to areas with minimal need as
)pposed to the areas of most need. Failure to address an unmet service need may have
3erious repercussions on PL WH / A. Examples of the repercussions may include an
:nability to obtain life-extending drug treatments, medications, or health care services . It
1s important that needs assessments accurately reflect the needs of PL WH/ A so that
policymakers can direct funds and resources in an effort to alleviate areas of unmet need.

Sampling Considerations in HIV/AIDS Needs Assessments

Prmciples of Generalization
Researchers rarely study an entire population because populations of interest are
usl;ally of considerable size. Assessing a large population requires a great deal of time

ancmoney

and can exceed budgetary constraints. An example of a large population

study is the U.S. census. Contacting every person in the U.S. would be a daunting and
alrrost impossible task, even with the budgetary and personnel resources made available
through the Federal Government. Therefore, instead of assessing an entire population,
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researchers often study portions of the population of interest (Peters & Eachus, 1995).
These portions of the population are referred to as samples. The U.S. Census exemplifies
this concept. Samples of U.S. citizens are selected instead of contacting every individual
person in the U.S. The results observed in the sample are then generalized to the entire
U.S. population .
Shadish et al. (2002) described five principles that are important in making
generalizations from samples to populations . Some of the principles are not as applicable
as others when dealing with nonexperimenta l studies. Because needs assessments do not
involve treatments, control groups, or experimental groups, only two of the principles of
generalization will be discussed here. The first principle involves assessing the
similarities between the sample and the population. If the percentages within a sample
mirror the percentages on key factors observed in a population , the sample would be
considered representative of the population . A representative sample is similar to the
population so accurate conclusions can be drawn about the population based on sample
data (Peters & Eachus, 1995; Shadish et al.). Accurately identifying the needs of the
PL WH/ A population based upon sample data is an important step in avoiding erroneous
resource allocation decisions.
The second principle presented by Shadish et al. (2002) involves identifying the
limits of the generalization . This principle is illustrated in the percentages found in
various PL WHI A populations and how these populations vary from state to state. For
example, the PLWH/A population in New Mexico was approximately 92% male and 8%
female in the year 2000 (CDC, 2000). To satisfy the first principle presented by Shadish
et al. the percentages in a sample in New Mexico should mirror the percentages observed
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in the population. The second principle presented by Shadish et al. involves identifying
the limits of generalization of the results observed in the New Mexico sample. In New
Jersey, the PLWH /A population was 68% male and 32% female in the year 2000 (CDC).
There may be a limit to generalizing the results observed in the New Mexico sample to
the population in New Jersey due to the differences observed in the male and female
percentages in the populations. On the other hand, the PL WH/ A population in Hawaii
was 92% male and 8% female in the year 2000 (CDC). It may be appropriate to
generalize the results observed in the New Mexico sample to the population in Hawaii
based on the similarities in the male and female percentages observed in the two
populations . Gender is the only variable presented in this example to simplify
presentation of the principles described by Shadish et al. In practice, additional variables
that are deemed important would also be considered when assessing the similarities
between the sample and the population and when identifying the limits of the
generalization .
In summary, the two principles of generalization just presented are important in

PL WH/ A needs assessment research. Violation of either of these principles may result in
erroneous policy decisions regarding HIV I AIDS-resource allocation. Efforts should be
made to follow these principles so that the detrimental effects on PL WH/ A can possibly
be avoided. One of the initial steps in avoiding these costly decisions is selecting a
representative sample of a given population of interest. A representative sample satisfies
the principle of similarity between the sample and population and aids in identifying the
limits of the generalization.
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Random Selection
Random selection is the most commonly proposed solution when issues
pertaining to representative samples arise. Random selection is a sampling method that is
considered to be the gold standard in achieving a representative sample. It is a powerful
selection tool that is based on the laws of probability. This sampling method involves
selecting units by chance with every unit within the population having an equal and
independent chance of being selected. This sampling method creates a sample that is
representative of all qualities of the population with a known likelihood of sampling
error. Being able to estimate sampling error means that the variance observed in the
sample is expected to be the same in the population. A random sample provides results
that are unbiased estimates of population characteristics thus accurate generalizations can
be made using sample results. In fact, some researchers argue that generalizations cannot
be made without a randomly selected sample (Draper , 1995; Shadish et al., 2002; Shaver,
1993).
Random selection is the gold standard, but it is rarely feasible (Edgington, 1966;
Kish, 1987; Shadish & Ragsdale, 1996; Shadish et al., 2002). There are a variety of
challenges faced when attempting to use random selection. Time constraints, budget
considerations, logistical challenges, and ethical concerns all present barriers to random
selection (Mike, 1989, 1990; Shadish et al.). Confidentiality concerns also pose a
challenge to randomly selecting potential participants (Fleishman et al., 1992). Random
selection is typically achieved by gaining access to a complete list of population subjects
and randomly selecting from that list. Similar lists exist for PL WH/ A. Examples include
registries kept by health departments, lists of diagnosed patients kept by health providers,
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and lists of diagnosed clients kept by support service providers. Although the lists do
exist, confidentiality requirements severely limit the possibility of gaining access to such
lists. Agencies and providers that house these lists are legally and ethically obligated to
protect the confidentiality of such lists (Fleishman et al.).
In the event that access is granted to PL WH/ A lists, there are additional
challenges encountered when trying to contact potential participants. Access to the lists
may be permitted in some cases , but individual subject concerns about confidentiality and
the stigma surrounding HIV/AIDS may prevent potential participants from participating
in the study. Individuals may justifiably be reluctant to participate because they do not
want to be revealed in any way to persons outside of the provider ' s staff (Fleishman et
al., 1992). The entire process of gaining access to such lists and dealing with reluctant
subjects can be very time consuming and expensive . The process is usually so time
consuming and expensi ve that researchers often resort to a different sampling method
(Fleishman & Mor, 1993; Partnership for Community Health, 1999).
A systematic analysis of a sample of PL WH/ A needs assessments supported the
assertion that random selection is rarely used. A complete list of Title II grantees listed
by 2001 fund allocations was used to identify the population of interest (HRSA, 2002b ).
Micronesia, Territory of America Samoa, Republic of Palau, and the Marshal Islands
were excluded due to lack of data resulting in a population size of 55. Grantees were
listed in descending order according to their total 2001 fiscal year funds received under
the Ryan White CARE Act. Random selection was attempted in this analysis but
nonresponse, time constraints, and confidentiality concerns presented challenges to using
this selection technique . A stratified convenience sampling method was used as an
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alternative to random selection due to the challenges encountered. Convenience
sampling is described in greater detail later in this chapter. The list of grantees was
divided into groups of 5, resulting in 11 groups. One grantee was selected from each
group of five based on the convenience and accessibility of needs assessments in that
state. The 11 grantees selected to be the sample were California, Maryland,
Massachusetts , Michigan, Missouri , Kentucky , Oregon, Kansas, Iowa, Alaska , and
Guam, which constituted 18.6% of the population of interest.
Ten of the 11 needs assessments did not use random selection as the method for
selecting participants in their respective study (Alaska Department of Health and Social
Services , 1998; Great Lakes to Tennessee Valley AIDS Education and Training Center,
1999; Guam Department of Public Health and Social Services , 1996; HIV Prevention
Community Planning Group, 2000; Kentucky School of Public Health, 2002; Kryder-Coe
et al., 2001 ; Lin & Melchiono, 1998; Marx et al., 1997; Missouri Department of Health,
1999; The Research Partnership, 2002). The researchers in these 10 studies used various
versions of convenience sampling . The Oregon needs assessment conducted by the
Partnership for Community Health (1999) initially utilized random sampling but resorted
to convenience sampling due to low response rates and time constraints. The final results
indicate that all HIV/AIDS needs assessments in this analysis used convenience sampling
as opposed to random selection.
In summary, random selection is the gold standard and the preferred solution to
representative issues regarding samples. However, random selection is rarely used in
HIV I AIDS needs assessments due to the many challenges faced when using this selection
technique. In response to the results presented above, the representative characteristics of
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convenience sampling should be explored due to the frequent utilization of this sampling
technique in HIV IAIDS needs assessments.

Representative Samples
The goal of sampling is to select a sample that is representative of a population so
that accurate generalizations can be made by using the sample results. The principles of
generalization presented by Shadish et al. (2002) provide a reference as to how to go
about creating a representative sampl e. The first step in creating a representative sample
is operation ally defining the population of interest. Aft er the population has been
defined , the similarities between the sample and population can be assessed.
Based upon the laws of probabilit y, random selection creates a sample that is
likely to be representative of the population. Convenience sampling does not
automatically create a representati ve sample the way random sampling does .
Con venience sampling is a method of selection in which participants are not selected at
random . Participants are selected based on their accessibility and convenience. In order
for convenience sampling to create a sample that is similar to the population, efforts
should be made to select a sample that mirrors the population percentages. It is important
that the researcher discloses deliberate actions taken to ensure the sample is
representative so that the actions may be taken into account by anyone reading the results
of such a study (Peters & Eachus, 1995). Based upon the principles of generalization
presented by Shadish et al. (2002) , convenience sampling can generate a representative
sample and generalizations can be made using the sample results if the sample percents
on key factors are similar to the population percents.
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It should be noted that there is a poststudy statistical method that can be used to

estimate how a representative sample would have responded. If the sample is lacking
representation after the data has been collected, researchers can weight the sample
percentages to estimate what the results would have been with a representative sample
(Shadish et al., 2002) . While sample weighting is an option, results will usually be less
accurate as compared to a representative sample (Orr, 1999). The best option is to obtain
a representative sample.
In summary, convenience sampling may be used as an alternative to random

selection if efforts are made to mirror the population percents . While convenience
sampling is not the gold standard, it can provide accurate generalizations if the principles
of generalization are achieved . Convenience sampling may prove to be an attractive
alternative in HIV I AIDS needs assessments because the challenges of random selection
are possibly avoided through this method of selection. The goal when using convenience
sampling is to avoid lack of representation.

The Utah HIV/AIDS Needs Assessment
The HIV I AIDS Treatment and Care Program, under the Utah Department of
Health's Bureau of Communicable Disease Control, conducted a needs assessment in
2002 of PLWH /A in Utah. The Treatment and Care Program is a Ryan White Title II
program, which provides HIV-related services throughout the state of Utah. The
treatment and care program used convenience sampling to select participants and made
an effort to select participants based upon the population percents . Due to their status as
a Title II program and their method of selection used in the needs assessment, the Utah
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HIV/AIDS Treatment and Care Program's needs assessment is an excellent case to test
tre concepts presented in this review of literature.
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CHAPTER III
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the current sampling methodologies used
in HIV /AIDS needs assessments . The Utah HIV/AIDS Treatment and Care Program's
needs assessment provides an excellent case study based on the Title II status of the
program and the sampling methodologies used in the program's needs assessment. The
purpose of this thesis is to examine the sampling considerations in HIV I AIDS needs
assessments as opposed to presenting the results of the needs assessment. With these
purposes in mind , the objectives of this thesis are presented below :
1. To determine the extent to which lack of representation is occurring in the
Utah HIV /AIDS Treatment and Care Program ' s needs assessment. Generalizations can
be made based on the sample data if the principles of generalization are satisfied (Shadish
et al., 2002) . Consequently, it is important to understand to what degree lack of
representation is occurring in the Treatment and Care Program's needs assessment. Lack
of representation introduces error in needs assessment results and therefore error in the
resource allocation decisions that are based on these results.
2. To investigate the impact of lack ofrepresentation

on the HIV/AIDS needs

assessment conducted in Utah. If lack of representation did occur in the Treatment and
Care needs assessment, it is important to understand what impact the lack of
representation had. Lack of representation in certain factors might have more of an effect
on the results than lack of representation in other factors. It is also important to assess the
impact of any lack of representation so that potential consequences of mistaken resource
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allocation decisions might be avoided or existing mistaken resource allocation decisions
might be corrected.
3. To identify additional characteristics that might contribute to a better
understanding of the needs of PLWH /A in Utah. This objective explores the scope of
current PL WH/ A population data. In order to assess the similarities between the sample
and the population there needs to be data that exists for both the sample and the
population. There might be data that is not currently collected at the population level that
might contribute to a better understanding of the needs of PLWH/A in Utah. If there are
additional variables that appear to be valuable as they relate to the needs of PL WH/ A in
Utah, it might be a good idea to collect this data at a population level. This would
improve future needs assessments by allowing researchers to assess the similarities
between the sample and population on a variety of important variables.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS

Population and Sample

The population in this study was people who are living in Utah that meet one of
the following conditions: (a) They are HIV positive and are aware of their HIV status, or
(b) they have been diagnosed with AIDS and they are aware of their HIV status. This
population will be referred to as PL WH/ A in Utah. This population does not include
people that are HIV-positive and are unaware of their HIV status or people living with
AIDS that are unaware of their HIV status . It is impossible to ask someone about their
HIV-related needs when they do not know that they are HIV-positive.
The PL WH/ A population in Utah has several advantages for this study . The
HIV/AIDS Treatment and Care Program, under the Utah Department of Health's Bureau
of Communicable Disease Control, is a Ryan White Title II program, which provides
HIV-related services throughout the state of Utah . As a Title II funded program, they are
required to conduct needs assessments to inform fund allocation decisions (Bradford et
al., 2000; McKinney et al., 1993). Characteristics of the HIV/AIDS population in Utah
are well documented as compared to other HIV I AIDS populations throughout the
country. This is due to the HIV/AIDS Reporting System (HARS) and a comprehensive
epidemiological profile that is published every year (Utah Department of Health
[UDOH], 2002). Population data and fund allocation decisions based on needs
assessments are two critical components for the analysis in this study.
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Another advantage of using the PL WH/ A population in Utah is that the Treatment
and Care Program has recently conducted a needs assessment and they were willing to
grant access to the de-identified raw data that was collected. The Treatment and Care
Program's needs assessment used a convenience sampling method that is similar to the
convenience sampling methods used in the needs assessments presented in the Review of
Literature chapter in this thesis (Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, 1998;
Great Lakes to Tennessee Valley AIDS Education and Training Center, 1999; Guam
Department of Public Health and Social Services, 1996; HIV Prevention Community
Planning Group, 2000; Kentucky School of Public Health , 2002 ; Kryder-Coe et al., 2001;
Lin & Melchiono, 1998; Marx et al., 1997; Missouri Depaitment of Health, 1999; The
Research Partnership, 2002). The PLWH/A in Utah that participated in the Treatment
and Care Program's 2002 Needs Assessment will be used as the sample in this study.
The sample size was 273 PLWH/A in Utah.
The PL WH/ A population in Utah is constantly changing, just like the PL WH/ A
populations in the rest of the world, due to variations in infection rates. Due to this fact,
the Epidemiological Profile of2002 (UDOH, 2002) will be used to describe the PLWH/A
population in this study since this profile would have been the most up-to-date population
data available at the time of the 2002 needs assessment. The Epidemiological Profile
(UDOH, 2002) defined the PL WH/ A in Utah population size as 1529. A demographic
breakdown of this population is presented in the Results chapter of this thesis.
It is important to understand the limits of generalization in this study (Shadish et
al., 2002). The purpose of this study is to explore the sampling methodologies in
HIV I AIDS needs assessments as opposed to discussing the actual results of needs
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assessments. Due to the demographic variations in PL WH/ A populations and differing
levels of access to HIV-related services around the world, the actual needs assessment
results in this study are limited to the PL WH/A population in Utah. On the other hand,
the sampling methodologies discussed in this study can be generalized to all similar
HIV I AIDS needs assessments around the world. While the populations and service
levels may vary, the sampling challenges faced when assessing the needs of special needs
populations such as PL WH/ A remain relatively constant across conditions.

Procedures

Collection of raw data was not a characteristic of this study. The existing needs
assessment data from the Treatment and Care Pro gram's needs assessment was used in
this study . While appropriate research methodologies were used in this archival study,
there are a few methodological weaknesses in the original study that should be taken into
account when interpreting the results. Whenever there are weaknesses in the original
study, they are mentioned in association with the results they might have influenced . If
no weaknesses are mentioned, it is safe to assume that the needs assessment was
methodologically sound as it relates to the results observed.

Variables

The data consists of 13 demographic variables (43 subcategories) and 6 service
variables (26 subcategories). The demographic variables are presented in Table 1. The
table lists the demographic variables with their associated subcategories along with an
indication of whether or not there is population and/or sample data available . The only
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Table 1

Demographic Variables

Variable

Subcategory

Population

Sample

Gender

Male
Female
Trans gender

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Age

0-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Race /ethnicity

White

Yes

Yes

Black (includes African, African
American, African Caribbean , and
others)

Yes

Yes

Asian or Pacific Islander

Yes

Yes

Native American, American
Indian, or Alaska Native

Yes

Yes

Hispanic, Latino, or Latina
Other

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

MSM
IDU
MSM/IDU
Heterosexual
Other

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Exposure category

(table continues)
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Variable

Subcategory

Population

Sample

Geographic location

Wasatch
Non-Wasatch

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Significant other

Significant other
No significant other

No
No

Yes
Yes

Children

Children with you
No children with you

No
No

Yes
Yes

Sexual orientation

Gay/Lesbian
Bisexual
Heterosexual
Other

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Drug use

Use injecting drugs
Do not use injecting drugs

No
No

Yes
Yes

Method of payment

Medicaid
Medicare
Private health insurance
High risk insurance program (HIP)
Ryan White Program (ADAP)
Other
No insurance

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Year in which they first tested
positive for HN

No

Yes

T-cell (CD4) count

Their current CD4 count

No

Yes

Case manager

Have a case manager
Do not have a case manager

No
No

Yes
Yes

Year of

1st

positive test

Note. "No" in the population data column does not necessarily mean that no population data exists . There
might be population data that exists but it was unavailable or there were conflicting operational definitions .
"No" in the population column simply indicates that there was not any data available and/or comparable to
the sample data.
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categories in the sample data that are unavailable are the "0-9" and "10-19" age
categories. This is due to a lack ofrepresentation in these groups. An indication of "No"
in the population data column does not necessarily mean that no population data exists.
There might be population data that exists but it was unavailable or there were conflicting
operational definitions of the particular variable in the sample versus the population. An
indication of "No" in the population column simply indicates that there was not any data
available and/or comparable to the sample data.
Most of the variables listed in Table 1 are self-explanatory, but some of them
need to be explained. While the CDC and HRSA are starting to suggest that the concepts
ofrace and ethnicity should be separated, the separation ofrace and ethnicity had not
been implemented at the time of data collection. As a result, the variable that is used in
this thesis is a combination of race and ethnicity. The "exposure category" variable is
based on the standard exposure categories used by the CDC and HRSA. The following
abbreviations are commonly used when describing an individual's exposure category: (a)
MSM is a man that has sex with men; (b) IDU is an injecting drug user; and (c)
MSM/IDU is a man who has sex with men and uses injecting drugs. The subcategory
"Wasatch" is defined as counties that are along the Wasatch-front including Davis, Salt
Lake, Utah, and Weber counties. The subcategory "Non-Wasatch" is defined as all
remaining counties. "Significant other" refers to whether or not a person has a significant
other. "Children" refers to whether or not a person has children living with them at least
some of the time. "Method of payment" refers to how the person pays for primary
medical care.
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The service variables are listed in Table 2. There are six service categories which
include: (a) medical care; (b) nutrition; (c) health education; (d) mental health; (e) drug or
alcohol abuse; and (f) other services. The 26 subcategories within the six service
categories are the individual services offered by the Treatment and Care Program . All
services are funded through the Ryan White CARE Act.
Participants in the sample were asked to indicate their need for the 26 services.
Participants were allowed to indicate whether they had no need for the service , whether
they had used the service, or whether they needed the service but didn't have a chance to
use it. Those that needed the service and used it and those that needed the service but
didn't get a chance to use it were combined to indicate a total need for a service . This is
based on the assumption that people need a service if they indicate a need, regardless of
whether they were able to use it or not. Those that indicated no need and no use for a
particular service were combined to indicate no need for a service .

Analysis

This section follows the outline presented in the Purpose and Objectives chapter
in this thesis. A description of the general analyses performed is followed by a
description of the analyses used to address each objective.

There is a separate section for

each objective to describe the analyses used to answer each objective.
Effect sizes were calculated for each result when appropriate. The effect size for
each regression equation was calculated by squaring the multiple correlation coefficient
(R2). The effect size for each individual predictor was calculated by squaring the part

correlation coefficient (pr2). The part correlations (pr) and squared part correlation
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Table 2

Services and Service Subcategories

Service

Subcategory

Medical

Doctor visits for HIV/AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIV I AIDS medications
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

Nutrition

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

Health education

Information about treating HIV IAIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV I AIDS medications

Mental health

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

Drug or alcohol abuse

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

Other

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management
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coefficients (pr2) were used to describe the unique contributions of each individual
predictor. A t test was used to test the significance of each predictor. Analysis of
variance (ANOV A) was used to test the significance of the variance accounted for by
each multiple regression equation. All null hypotheses were tested using a .05 alpha level
and results that were significant at a .01 alpha level were indicated as such . The null
hypothesis tested in all t tests was that the b coefficient was equal to zero . The null
hypothesis tested in all ANOV As was that the R 2 was equal to zero .

Objective 1: Extent of Lack of Repr esentation
The first objecti ve was to determine the extent to which lack ofrepresentation is
occurring in the HIV I AIDS needs assessment conducted in Utah. The method of analysis
used to address this objective follows the same logic presented by Shadish et al. (2002) in
the principles of generalization. This analysis seeks to assess the similarities between the
sample percents and the population percents. If the sample percents and the population
percents are equal, then there is no lack ofrepresentation . If the sample percents and the
population percents are different, then there is lack of representation.
In order to assess the similarities between the sample and population, there needs
to be data that exists for both the sample and population for each particular variable in the
analysis. There were a total of five demographic variables in which data existed for both
the population and the sample. The other variables were not compared due to a lack of
data or conflicting operational definitions. The five variables were: (a) gender; (b) age;
(c) race/ethnicity; (d) exposure category ; and (e) geographic location . The sample
percents were compared to the population percents on these five variables to assess the
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sim ilarities between the sample and the population . The results are described in the
Results chapter of this thesis .

Objective 2: Impact of Lack of Representation
The second objective was to investigate the impact of lack of representation in the
Utah HIV/ AIDS needs assessment. This analysis is dependent upon the findings in the
first analysis. If lack ofrepresentation is occurring based upon the results of the first
analysis , it is important to assess the impact of the lack of representation.
Multiple regression and weighting were the two statistical methods used to
provide evidence bearing on this objective. Multiple regression involves entering
variables (predictors) into a statistical equation, which is used to predict an outcome . The
weakness of this statistical method pertains to the percent of variance accounted for by
the predictors . If the predictors account for a low amount of variance in the outcome, it is
difficult to detect a difference in the predicted outcome values. Weighting is not as
heavily influenced by the percent of variance accounted for. Weighting involves
calculating how many people responded in a certain way, calculating how many people
should have responded in a certain way, and then weighting the results to see if there is a
difference between the two. If there are multiple variables under consideration, crosstabulated data in the population and the sample is a prerequisite of the calculations. The
weakness of the weighing method is that if cross-tabulated data is not available for the
population and/or sample, the calculations are impossible. A discussion of how each
statistical method was used in this study is presented below.
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Multiple regression was used to assess the impact of lack of representation on the
overall results. These calculations involved estimating the need for certain services based
on all demographic variables in the sample. Weighting was not used because crosstabulated data was not available at the population level. The weight of each predictor (b)
and the part correlation (pr) for each predictor was used to assess the impact of that
particular predictor. The subcategories of the five demographic variables used in the first
analysis were used to create separate multiple regression equations for each of the 26
service categories. All categorical variables were dummy coded so that they could be
used in the multiple regression analysis. Once the multiple regression equations were
created, the associated percents of the sample were entered in as the X,·coefficients to
predict need for each of the 26 service categories. The analysis was duplicated using
population percents as the Xi coefficients as opposed to the sample percents. The range
for the predicted need for each of the 52 multiple regression equations was zero to one,
with zero indicating no need and one indicating need.
A second analysis was performed to provide additional evidence that would help
explain the impact oflack ofrepresentation . Weighting was not used to assess the impact
of lack of representation in the overall sample, due to the lack of cross-tabulated data. As
a result, weighting was used to assess the impact of lack of representation within each
demographic. The results are described in the Results chapter of this thesis.

Objective 3: Additional Characteristics
The third objective was to identify additional population characteristics that might
contribute to a better understanding of the needs of PL WHIA. The sub-categories of all
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13 demographic variables were used to create a separate multiple regression equation for
each of the 26 service categories. All categorical variables were dummy coded so that
they could be used in the regression analysis. The weight of each predictor (b) and the
part correlation (pr) for each predictor was used to assess the impact of that particular
predictor. Once the multiple regression equations were created, the associated percents
of the sample were entered in as the Xi coefficients to predict need for each of the 26
service categories . The analysis could not be duplicated using population data, as the
population data was unavailable for all 13 demographic variables . The results are
described in the Results chapter of this thesis.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS

This chapter follows the same outline presented in the Purpose and Objectives
chapter in this thesis. There are three sections that correspond to the three objectives of
the thesis. The results pertaining to each objective are presented in their respective
section .

Objective 1: Extent of Lack of Representation

The first objective in this thesis was to determine the extent to which lack of
representation is occurring in the HIV/AIDS Treatment and Care Program's needs
assessment. A comparison of sample percents to population percents was conducted to
assess the similarities between the sample and population on five demographic variables.
This comparison provides evidence that addresses the first objective. The results of this
analysis are reported below.

Sample and Population Comparison
Table 3 lists the sample percents from the Treatment and Care Needs Assessment
and the population percents from the epidemiological profile. The population size and
population percents describe the PL WH/ A population in Utah in 2002 (UDOH, 2002).
The sample size and sample percents describe the sample collected during the
2002 HIV /AIDS Treatment and Care needs assessment. The sample size was 273. The
target n size column is a calculated sample size using the actual sample size and the
population percents. The population percent was multiplied by 273, which resulted in a
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Table 3

Comparison of Population Percents and Sample Percents

Population
Variable

Sample

Difference

N

%

Target n

n

%

n

%

1329
200
0
1529

86.9
13.1
0.0
100.0

237
36
0
273

235
37

-2
1
1

-0.8
0.5
0.4

273

86.1
13.6
0.4
100.0

13

53
529
633
225
76
0
1529

0.9
3.5
34.6
41.4
14.7
5.0
0.0
100.0

2
9
94
113
40
14
0
273

0
0
27
106
102
35
3
273

0.0
0.0
9.9
38.8
37.4
12.8
1.1
100.0

-2
-9
-67
-7
62
21
3

-0.9
-3.5
-24.7
-2.6
22.6
7.8
1.1

1144
137
205
12
24
0
7
1529

74.8
9.0
13.4
0.8
1.6
0.0
0.5
100.0

204
24
37
2
4
0
1
273

207
19
28
2
9
7
1
273

75.8
7.0
10.3
0.7
3.3
2.6
0.4
100.0

3
-5
-9
0
5
7
0

1.0
-2.0
-3.2
-0.1
1.7
2.6
-0.1

Gender
Male
Female
Trans gender
Total

1

Age

0-9
10 - 19
20 - 29
30 - 39
40- 49
50 +
Un1mown
Total
Race/ethnicity
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native Am.
Other
Un1mown
Total

(table continues)
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Variable

%

Target n

136
48
82
1529

58.1
16.9
7.6
8.9
3.1
5.4
100.0

159
46
21
24
9
15
273

1422
107
0
1529

93.0
7.0
0.0
100.0

254
19
0
273

N

Difference

Sample

Population

%

n

%

119
43
55
52
3
1
273

43.6
15.8
20.1
19.0
1.1
0.4
100.0

-40
-3
34
28
-6
-14

-14.5
-1.2
12.6
10.2
-2.0
-5.0

230
32

84.2
11.7
4.0
100.0

-24
13
11

-8.8
4.7
4.0

n

Exposure category
MSM
IDU
MSM/IDU
Heterosexual
Other
Unknown
Total

888
259
116

Geographic location
Wasatch
Non-Wasatch
Unknown
Total

11

273

Note. Discrepancies are due to rounding. From Utah Department of Health . (2002) . HIV surveillance
report and community epidemiological profile. Salt Lake City, UT: Author.

target or a reference sample size. The target n size is a theoretical description of what the
sample should have looked like if it perfectly matched the population percents or was a
perfect representation of the population. The difference column is the difference between
the sample percents and the population percents, as well as the sample size and the target
n

size. The difference column describes the extent to which lack of representation

occurred in this sample. A positive difference indicates that there was overrepresentation
and a negative difference indicates that there was underrepresentation.
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The sample was an excellent representation of the population on the gender
demographic . The sample was within one or two subjects of satisfying the theoretical
target n size. The worst representation occurred in the age demographic. There was
underrepresentation at the low end of the age spectrum and overrepresentation at the high
end of the age spectrum. The lack of representation was quite substantial in the 20-29
age group (-24 .7% ; n = -67) and in the 40-49 age group (22.6% ; n = 62) . There was
slight lack ofrepresentation in the race/ethnicity demographic ranging from -3.2%
(n = -9) in Hispanic and 2.6% (n = 62) in other. There was lack of representation in the

Wasatch demographic (-8.8%; n
n

=

=

-24) and the Non-Wasatch demographic (4.7% ;

13).

There was substantial lack of representation in the MSM (- 14.5%; n = -40) and
MSM /IDU demographics (12 .6%; n = 34). It should be noted that this lack of
representation might be a function of the operational definitions ofMSM and MSM/IDU
used to calculate these categories. MSM and MSM /IDU are calculated categories based
on various responses on the needs assessment survey . The Treatment and Care Program
has acknowledged that improvements could be made to their needs assessment survey to
help define and clarify the MSM and MSM /IDU categories. A possible explanation of
the lack of representation observed is that some of the MSM/IDU subjects should have
been counted as MSM if the operational definitions of these categories were clearly
defined in the survey . As a result, the apparent lack of representation in the MSM and
the MSM /IDU categories would not have a substantial effect on the results. The
overrepresentation observed in the heterosexual category (10.2%; n = 28) is a legitimate
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lack of representation that would not have been influenced by the operational definition
issue.

Significance of the Differences
The results observed indicate that there is some lack of representation occurring in
the Treatment and Care needs assessment. It is important to understand the impact of this
lack of representation to see if the lack ofrepresentation had a significant impact on the
results observed. The second objective and the associa ted analyses provide an
interpretation of the significanc e of this lack ofrepresentation and the impact it had on
the needs assessment results .

Objective 2: Impact of Lack of Representation

The second objective in this thesis was to investigate the impact of lack of
representation on the Utah HIV I AIDS needs assessment results . The impact of lack of
representation was assessed using multiple regression and weighting . The results of these
analyses are reported below.

The Impact of Lack of Representation
on the Overall Results
Table 4 lists the multiple regression results observed in the analysis. The results
are listed for each of the 26 service categories . The effect size for each regression
equation is reported as R 2 . The significance of the R 2 value was tested using ANOV A.
The null hypothesis tested in the ANOV As was that R 2 was equal to zero. Significant
findings are indicated in Table 4. The symbol

Y1 is the predicted

need for a particular
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Table 4

Comparison of Population and Sample Predicted Need

R2

f1

f2

Doctor visits for HIV I AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIV I AIDS medications
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

.073
.120*
.058
.090
.061
.090
.049
.091

.9
.9
.0
.1
.3
.8
.1
.4

.9
.9
.0
.1
.3
.8
.1
.4

Food bank
Nutrition edu cation
Vitamins or supplements

.089
.092
.109*

.6
.5
.6

.6
.4
.5

Informat ion about treating HIV /AIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV I AIDS medications

.080
.083
.064

.6
.5
.6

.6
.6
.6

Mental health counseling
HIV IAIDS support group
Family support group

.104
.072
.083

.5
.3
.2

.5
.4
.1

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

.102
.114*
.106
.094

.1
.2
.1
.2

.2
.2
.2
.2

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

.117*
.097
.101
.095
.072

.5
.3
.5
.7
.4

.5
.3
.4
.6
.5

Service subcategory

Note . Y1 = Predicted need using sample percents . Y2 = Predicted need using population percents .
*p < .05.

f, -

.1
.1

-.1

-.1
.1
-.1
-.1

.1
.1
-.1

f2
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service using the sample percents. The symbol

Y2 is the predicted

need for a particular

service using the population percents. The range for the predicted need value was from
zero to one, with zero indicating no need and one indicating a need for the service. The

Y1 - Y2 column

is the difference between the two predicted values .

The purpose of this thesis is to present sampling considerations in HIV I AIDS
needs assessments as opposed to discussing the actual results observed in the needs
assessment. As a result, the effect sizes (R2) will be used simply as a method to compare
the results in Objective 2 with the results in Objective 3. Another reason the effect sizes
are reported is to provide evidence bearing on the interpretation of the differences
betw een

.Y1 and Y2 .

While the percent of variance accounted for by each regression

equation is noteworth y and deserves further research , this type of interpretation of the
effect sizes is not the purpose of this thesis.
The lack of representation appeared to have had a limited effect on the overall
results. There were discrepancies between the sample and population on 10 of the 26
services (38.5%), but the discrepancies were relatively small(+/- 0.1). The calculated
differences were so small between the sample and population, that the differences
probably would not have had that much of an impact on resource allocation decisions.
On the other hand, it is important to remember the weakness of multiple regression when
interpreting these results. If the predictors account for a low amount of variance in the
outcome, it is difficult to detect a difference in the predicted outcome values. The largest
R 2 was .120, which means that the variables accounted for 12% of the variance in the

"CD4 count or viral load testing" service. Although statistically significant, 12% of the
variance is still relatively low. The weakness inherent in multiple regression might have
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had an influence on the results observed. Additional analyses bearing on Objective 2 are
presented in the next section.

The Impact of Lack of Representation
at the Demographic Level
The impact of lack of representation was assessed at the five demographic levels
presented in Objective 1. The weighting calculations involved calculating how many
PL WHI A in the sample indicated a need for a particular service, calculating how many
PL WH / A should have indicated a need based on the weighted estimates, and then the
results were compared . The results for each demographic are presented below.
Table 5 lists the weighting results as they relate to the gender demographic. The
"should have had" column is the number of PL WH/ A that should have indicated a need
for the service . The "actual" column is the actual number of PL WHI A in the sample that
indicated a need for the service . The difference column describes the impact of lack of
representation for this particular demographic . A positive difference means that the
actual sample overestimated need for the service. A negative difference means that the
actual sample underestimated need for the service. The impact of lack of representation
was limited if the differences were close to zero. The further the differences were from
zero, the larger the impact of lack of representation.
The results in Table 5 indicate that need based on gender is fairly consistent
across services. These results match expectations in that the actual sample did not have a
substantial lack ofrepresentation

in the gender demographic. The range of the

differences across all services was from -0.2% to 0.3%, when need was based on gender.
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Table 5
Weighted Estimates and Actual Responses Listed by Gender

Need
Should have had

Actual

Difference

Doctor visits for HIVI AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIV I AIDS medicat ions
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

93.4%
91.9%
4.4%
8.8%
34.6%
79.4%
9.9%
42.7%

93.4%
91.9%
4.4%
8.8%
34.8%
79.5%
9.9%
42 .5%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.2%

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

59.5%
45.2%
58.4%

59.7%
45.4%
58.6%

0.2%
0.3%
0.2%

Information about treating HIV IAIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV I AIDS medications

59.9%
49.6%
55.2%

59.7%
49 .5%
54.9%

-0.2%
-0.1%
-0.2%

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

50.7%
32.7%
15.8%

50.9%
32.6%
15.8%

0.2%
-0.1%
0.0%

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

13.3%
16.3%
13.6%
17.3%

13.2%
16.1%
13.6%
17.2%

-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.1%

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

47.3%
29 .0%
47.4%
63.5%
46.3%

47.6%
28.9%
47 .6%
63.7%
46 .5%

0.3%
-0.1%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%

Service subcategory
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Table 6 lists the weighting results as they relate to the age demographic. The
interpretation of this table is the same as in Table 5. The results indicate that the lack of
representation in the age demographic had an effect on the need estimates as they were
based on age. Again, the results match expectations in that the age demographic
displayed a lack of representation in the actual sample responses . The range of the
differences across all services was from -4.7% to 6.6% , when need was based on age.
Table 7 lists the weighting results as they relate to the race/ethnicity demographic.
The interpretation of this table is the same as in Table 5. The results are similar to the
need based on gender in that the need estimat es are fairly consistent across services. The
results match expectations , just like they did for gender and age, based on the lack of
representation observed in the race/ethnicity demographic. There was a limited amount
of lack ofrepresentation in the race/ethnicity demographic and the need based on
race/ethnicity reflect the limited lack ofrepresentation . The range of the differences
across all services was from -1.2% to 1.4%, when need was based on race/ethnicity .
Table 8 lists the weighting results as they relate to the exposure category
demographic. The interpretation of this table is the same as in Table 5. The results
follow the same trend as the previous tables in that the results match expectations based
on the lack of representation in the exposure category demographic. The range of the
differences across all services was from -4.9% to 4.6%, when need was based on
exposure category.
Table 9 lists the weighting results as they relate to the geographic location
demographic. The interpretation of this table is the same as in Table 5. The trend
continues in this table in that the results match expectations based on the lack of
representation in the geographic location demographic . The range of the differences
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Table 6
Weighted Estimates and Actual Responses Listed by Age

Need
Service subcategory

Should have had

Actual

Difference

Doctor visits for HIV I AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIVI AIDS medicat ions
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

92.1%
90.0%
5.9%
11.5%
35.6%
72.9%
7.9%
37.9%

93.4%
91.9%
4.4%
8.8%
34.8%
79.5%
9.9%
42.5%

1.3%
1.9%
-1.5%
-2.7%
-0.8%
6.6%
2.0%
4.6%

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

57.3%
44.3%
56.4%

59.7%
45.4%
58.6%

2.4%
1.1%
2.2%

Information about treating HIV I AIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV I AIDS medications

60.5%
54.1%
55.8%

59.7%
49.5%
54.9%

-0.8%
-4.7%
-0.9%

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

55.0%
35.1%
16.9%

50.9%
32.6%
15.8%

-4.1%
-2.5%
-1.2%

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

16.9%
18.9%
16.2%
16.9%

13.2%
16.1%
13.6%
17.2%

-3.8%
-2.8%
-2.6%
0.3%

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

51.9%
27.6%
43.3%
59.6%
48.2%

47.6%
28.9%
47.6%
63.7%
46.5%

-4.3%
1.3%
4.3%
4.1%
-1.7%
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Table 7
Weighted Estimates and Actual Responses Listed by Race/Ethnicity

Need
Service subcategory

Should have had

Actual

Difference

Doctor visits for HIV I AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergenc y medical care
HIV I AIDS medications
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

93.6%
91.9%
4.7%
9.2%
34.8%
79.7%
10.2%
41.1%

93.4%
91.9%
4.4%
8.8%
34.8%
79.5%
9.9%
42.5%

-0.2%
0.0%
-0.3%
-0.4%
0.0%
-0.2%
-0.4%
1.4%

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

59.1%
44.9%
58.4%

59.7%
45.4%
58.6%

0.6%
0.5%
0.2%

Information about treating HIV I AIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV I AIDS medications

60.5%
50.0%
56.2%

59.7%
49.5%
54.9%

-0.8%
-0.6%
-1.2%

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

50.5%
32.4%
16.2%

50.9%
32.6%
15.8%

0.4%
0.2%
-0.4%

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

13.1%
16.1%
13.6%
16.7%

13.2%
16.1%
13.6%
17.2%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

47.8%
28.9%
47.2%
64.0%
45.7%

47 .6%
28.9%
47.6%
63.7%
46.5%

-0.2%
0.1%
0.5%
-0.3%
0.9%
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Table 8
Weighted Estimates and Actual Responses Listed by Exposure Category

Need
Should have had

Actual

Difference

Doctor visits for HIVI AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIV/AIDS medications
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

94.3%
88.2%
3.3%
6.5%
31.5%
82.6%
9.1%
47.4%

93.4%
91.9%
4.4%
8.8%
34.8%
79.5%
9.9%
42.5%

-0.9%
3.8%
1.1%
2.3%
3.3%
-3.1%
0.8%
-4.9%

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

60.5%
42.9%
54.9%

59.7%
45.4%
58.6%

-0.8%
2.5%
3.7%

Information about treating HIV IAIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV IAIDS medications

60.0%
49.9%
56.3%

59.7%
49.5%
54.9%

-0.3%
-0.4%
-1.4%

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

46.3%
35.7%
13.9%

50.9%
32.6%
15.8%

4.6%
-3.1%
1.9%

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

11.7%
14.2%
11.5%
16.3%

13.2%
16.1%
13.6%
17.2%

1.5%
2.0%
2.0%
0.9%

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

47.8%
27.1%
43.0%
63.2%
44.1%

47.6%
28.9%
47.6%
63.7%
46.5%

-0.1%
1.9%
4.6%
0.6%
2.4%

Service subcategory
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Table 9
Weighted Estimates and Actual Responses Listed by Geographic Location

Need
Should have had

Actual

Difference

Doctor visits for HIV/AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIV I AIDS medications
Home health care
Help paying for health insurance

93.5%
91.9%
3.9%
8.2%
36.4%
79.1%
9.6%
44.1%

93.4%
91.9%
4.4%
8.8%
34.8%
79.5%
9.9%
42.5%

-0.1%
0.1%
0.5%
0.6%
-1.6%
0.4%
0.3%
-1.6%

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

61.2%
48.0%
59.9%

59.7%
45.4%
58.6%

-1.5%
-2.6%
-1.3%

Information about treating HIV I AIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV I AIDS medications

58.9%
49.8%
54.4%

59.7%
49.5%
54.9%

0.8%
-0.3%
0.5%

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

52.3%
33.5%
16.1%

50.9%
32.6%
15.8%

-1.4%
-0.9%
-0.3%

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

14.2%
17.2%
14.8%
18.5%

13.2%
16.1%
13.6%
17.2%

-1.0%
-1.1%
-1.2%
-1.2%

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

49.7%
30.8%
48.9%
64.9%
47.5%

47.6%
28.9%
47.6%
63.7%
46.5%

-2.0%
-1.8%
-1.2%
-1.2%
-1.0%

Service subcategory
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across all services was from -2.6% to 0.8%, when need was based on geographic
location.
To summarize the results observed in Tables 5 through 9, the lack of
representation in the 2002 Utah HIV/AIDS Needs Assessment had an effect on the need
estimates when the need estimates were based on specific demographics. The degree of
the effect was a function of the degree of lack of representation in the demographic. It is
important to note that the lack of representation is not the only factor influencing the
impact of the lack of representation . This topic is discussed in greater detail in the results
for Objective 3. The summary presented in the next paragraph focuses on impact being a
function of lack of representation , but it is assumed that the reader understands there are
additional factors that influence the impact results.
Table 10 is a summary of the range of differences observed in Tables 5 through 9.
The results indicate that the lack of representation appears to have had a slight impact of
the need estimates. The range of differences listed in Table 10 display the same trends
observed in Table 3. This suggests that the degree of impact is a function of the degree
of lack of representation.

Table 10
The Range of Differences Observed in the Weighted Estimate Calculations

Demographic
Gender
Age
Race/ethnicity
Exposure category
Geographic location

Minimum%

Maximum%

-0.2
-4.7
- 1.2
-4.9
-2.6

0.3
6.6

1.4
4.6
0.8
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Objective 3: Additional Characteristics

The third objective in this thesis was to identify additional population
characteristics that might contribute to a better understanding of the needs of PL WH/ A.
Up to this point, the analyses have focused on five demographic variables because the
analyses have required that the data exist for both the population and the sample . In the
Treatment and Care needs assessment there were actually a total of 13 demographic
variables (43 subcategories) collected in the sample. The purpose of this objective is to
assess the impact of additional variables on the predicted needs. If there are additional
predictors of need that influence the impact of the lack of representation, it might be
beneficial to start collecting population data on these variables as well so that
representative samples can be drawn in future studies based on these additional
predictors.
Multiple regression was used to provide evidence for this objective. The
subcategories of all 13 demographic variables were used to create separate multiple
regression equations for each of the 26 service categories . The results of this analysis are
reported below .

Comparison of the Five Variable Models
to the Thirteen Variable Models
Table 11 lists the results observed in this analysis. The effect size for each
regression equation is reported as R

2

.

The symbol R~ is the effect size for the regression

equations created in the analysis in the second objective where only five variables were
used. The symbol

R;is the effect size for the regression equations created in the analysis
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Table 11

Comparison of the Five Variable and Thirteen Variable Models

Service subcategory

R2I

R;

Doctor visits for HIV I AIDS
CD4 count or viral load testing
Prenatal care
Medical care for a child
Emergency medical care
HIV I AIDS medications
Home health care
Help paying for health insuran ce

.073
.120*
.058
.090
.061
.090
.049
.091

.149
.174
.138
.358**
.161
.180
.145
.404**

Food bank
Nutrition education
Vitamins or supplements

.089
.092
.109*

.257**
.211 *
.246**

Information about treating HIV/AIDS
Information about how HIV is spread
Help taking HIV/AIDS medications

.080
.083
.064

.185
.232*
.180

Mental health counseling
HIV I AIDS support group
Family support group

.104
.072
.083

.183
.167
.229*

Drug or alcohol detoxification
Drug or alcohol counseling
Drug treatment
Self-help group for drug abusers

.102
. l 14*
.106
.094

.256**
.244**
.210*
.214*

Help with housing
Legal assistance
Visions services
Dental care
Case management

.117*
.097
.101
.095
.072

.285**
.205
.204
.179
.309**

Note . R~ is the effect size for the five variable model. R; is the effect size for
the thirteen variable model.
*p < .05 . **p < .01.
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2

in the third objective where thirteen variables were used. The significance of the R value
2

was tested using ANOV A. The null hypothesis tested in the ANOV As was that R was
equal to zero. It should be noted that the discrepancies between the significance of the

Ri effect sizes and the R;effect sizes are a function of the increased number of
variables entered into the 13 variable models. It was easier to attain statistical
significance when there were five variables, as compared to when thirteen variables were
entered .
It is important to understand that the increase in effect size when going from the

five variable model to the thirteen variable model is a mathematical expectation. Adding
variables into a multiple regression equation will always increase the amount of variance
explained. However, the increase in effect size lends support to the argument that there
might be additional variables that are important in predicting need, thus should be
collected at the population level. The importance of the predictors is discussed in the
next section. Another important point evident in Table 11 is that the additional predictors
increase the percent of variance accounted for, which, in tum, might improve the ability
to detect impact when using multiple regression.

Unique Contribution of Each Additional Predictor

At test was conducted for each predictor in all 26 multiple regression equations to
assess the significance of the b coefficient for that particular predictor in each of the
equations . Table 12 lists significant t test results. The null hypothesis tested in all t tests
was that the b coefficient was equal to zero. The part correlations (pr) and squared part
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correlations (pr2) for each predictor were calculated for significant predictors to assess
the unique contributions of that particular predictor.
There were nine demographic subcategories mentioned in Table 12 that are not
assessed at the population level. The nine predictors represent five different variables
that are not assessed at the population level. The five variables are : (a) method of
payment; (b) year of 151 positive test ; (c) significant other ; (d) children ; and (e) case
manager. The variables are explained in Table 1 in the Methods chapter of this thesis.
This analysis provides support to the argument that there are additional variables that are
significant predictors of need. Data collection on these variables at the population level
should be explored so that sample representation on these variables might be assessed.
Data needs to exist at the population and sample level in order to assess the representative
characteristics of a sample .
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Table 12

Unique Contribution of Predictors - Thirteen Variable Model

pr

pr2

*Hispanic
*Race : Other
*HIP

-.141
-.144
.151

.020
.021
.023

CD4 count or viral load testing

**Race: Other
**Medicare

-.201
.201

.040
.040

Medical care for a child

**Children

.400

.160

HIV I AIDS medication s

*Black
*Children

-.151
.150

.023
.023

Home health care

*Year of 1stpositive

-.157

.025

Help paying for health insurance

*Non-Wasatch
*Heterosexual
*Bisexual
**HIP
**Case manager

.129
-.122
-.124
.315
.166

.017
.015
.015
.099
.028

Food bank

*Significant other
**Children

-.150
-.130

.023
.017

Nutrition education

*Black
*Medicare

.143
.158

.020
.025

Vitamins or supplements

**Medicare
*ADAP

.203
.149

.041
.022

Information about treating HIV I AIDS

**Case manager

.234

.055

Service subcategory

Predictor

Doctor visits for HIV/AIDS

(table continues)
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Service subcategory

Predictor

Information about how HIV is spread

*HIP
**Case manager

.138
.262

.019
.069

Help taking HIV IAIDS medications

**Case manager

.203

.041

Mental health counseling

*Medicaid

.151

.023

HIV IAIDS support group

**Significant other

-.245

.060

Family support group

*No insurance

.159

.025

Drug or alcohol detoxification

*Black
*Native American
*Medicaid

.159
.127
.140

.025
.016
.020

Drug or alcohol counseling

**Black

.217

.047

Help with housing

*Black

.128

.016

Legal assistance

*IDU
*Hetero
**Bisexual

.159
.136
.179

.025
.018
.032

Dental care

*40-49
*HIP
*ADAP

.139
.146
.141

.019
.021
.020

Case management

*Risk: Other
*Black
**Significant other
*HIP
**Case manager

.125
.155
.186
.124
.309

.016
.024
.035
.015
.095

*Significance of b coefficient is p < .05. ** Significance of b coefficient is p < .01.

pr

pr
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION

The evidence presented in the first objective section of the Results chapter
showed that a lack of representation occurred in the HIVIAIDS Treatment and Care
Program's needs assessment. The Treatment and Care Program did make an effort to
mirror population percentages, which was illustrated by the relatively good representation
across most of the demographic categories. There was some lack ofrepresentation in
various demographic groups even though an effort was made to represent the population.
See the results presented in Table 3 for evidence regarding lack ofrepresentation.
The multiple regression results presented in the second objective section of the
Results chapter did not show as high an impact as expected. One would expect to see at
least some impact of lack of representation, assuming that the impact is a function of the
degree of lack of representation. The multiple regression results showed little impact , but
the results might be explained in part by the low effect sizes. The largest R 2 was .120,
which was relatively low. Low effect sizes hinder the ability of detecting differences
when using multiple regression. On the other hand, the results in Objective 3 provided a
potential solution to the low effect sizes. By adding in additional predictors, the effect
size increased to as high as .404 on the "Help paying for health insurance" service. The
lowest effect size displayed in the thirteen variables models was .138 on the "Prenatal
care" service. The lowest effect size in the 13-variable model (R2 = .138) was still higher
than the highest effect size in the 5-variable model (R2 = .120). Measuring the additional
predictors of need might improve the ability to detect impact using multiple regression .
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The results observed in the weighting analyses in Objective 2 lend support to the
notion that the low effect sizes influenced the multiple regression equations. The
weighting analyses showed that the lack of representation appeared to have had an impact
on the need estimates, at least at the demographic level. While the impact was still
relativ ely small (see Table 10), the differences were larger than the differences observed
in the multiple regression analyses . On the other hand, it is difficult to say how much of
the weighting results should be attributed to explaining the low effect size issue and how
much is just a function of the different analyses completed. For example , multiple
regression considered all demographics, while the weighting analyses considered only
one demographic at a time. In a sense, the multiple regression analyses aggregated the
demographics and the weighting was a disaggregated approach . Aggregating can reduce
the effects that are seen at a disaggregated level.
A potential solution to the issues encountered with multiple regression and
weighting was presented in the results for Objective 3. There appears to be additional
variables that are good predictors of need, as compared to the five demographic variables
used in the analyses . If the additional variable data is collected at the population level
and population data is cross-tabulated, the validity of the multiple regression results
might be improved . Weighting would be able to be used as a cross-validation technique
if the conditions mentioned above were met.
The evidence bearing on Objective 3 also suggests that the most significant
predictors of need might not have been identified. The effect sizes are relatively small,
although they are statistically significant. The small effect sizes suggest that there might
be additional predictors with larger effect sizes, that have not been identified. The
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variables used in this thesis did not account for a large amount of the variance across
service categories. The largest amount of variance accounted for by the variables was
.404 in the "Help paying for insurance" service category. Apparently, there are
additional predictors of need that were not identified in the Treatment and Care Needs
Assessment.
Suggestions for future research include comparing needs assessments that used
random sampling with needs assessments that use convenience sampling and make an
effort to mirror population percentages . Random selection in HIV I AIDS needs
assessments will be difficult to find, if any exist , so the randomly selected samples will
probably need to be generated. The challenges faced when doing random selection may
eliminat e the possib ility of doing such a study, but the results would provide evidence for
the assumptions made in this thesis .
Another suggestion for future research is that HIV and AIDS information be
disaggregated to identify the differing levels of need in the PL WH and PL WA
populations as compared to aggregating them into a single PL WH/ A population . An
assessment of the similarities between the sample and the population would require that
population data is disaggregated, but that should not be seen as a limitation of the
potential to disaggregate sample data. Evidence found in disaggregated sample analyses
may produce significant findings that would encourage policymakers to accelerate efforts
to disaggregate population data.
The results in this thesis show that lack of representation has the potential to
impact the results observed in a study and it is important to be able to estimate the effect
of lack of representation in a study. The possibility of erroneous policy decisions is
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evident based on the results in Tables 5 through 9. If the "actual results" had been
reported to policymakers, there would have been a variety of misallocations of resources.
For example, if the "actual results" pertaining to need for HIV/AIDS medications based
on age had been given to policymakers (see Table 6), there would have been a 6.6% error
in allocating resources for that particular service category . Policymakers would have
allocated resources based on a 79.5% of need as opposed to a 72.9% of need . A series of
these kinds of mistak es across all service categories has the potential to result in
overspending in areas with little need , and failure to spend enough money in areas with
substantial need. The methods presented in this thesis provide a way to estimate the bias
introduced into the results . Hopefully, the methods will help researchers enhance the
accuracy of their needs assessments, which, in tum, will better inform resource allocation
decisions .
The two statistical methods used in this study might serve as valuable tools in
assessing the impact of lack of representation, if the weaknesses of each method are
considered . It is important to identify additional variables that might improve the validity
of the results and to collect data on these variables at the population level. Following the
principles of generalization, assessing the lack of representation, assessing the impact of
lack of representation, and identifying essential variables in predicting need, are all tools
to assist in the effort to accomplish the goals of selection.
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